Pork Track Hog Grower Pellets (60-100 LB)  Product Code: 450011

Why should I feed this product?
Today, most growing hogs have tremendous growth potential. The best way to achieve this potential is to provide quality nutrition, backed by innovative research. It's also the best way to minimize the effects of stress that can disrupt feed intake and growth during the finishing stage.

Nutrena's Pork Track Hog Grower is a pelleted feed, specially formulated to meet the nutrient requirements of your lean hog. Every bag of Pork Track Hog Grower comes with a unique combination of nutrients to give your pigs a nutritional edge.

- **Balanced amino acids** supply the right amino acid levels and ratios for optimal performance.
- **Dietary energy** supports fast, lean growth, given the net energy supplied from ingredient sources rich in carbohydrate or fat energy.
- **Nutrient-dense formulation** provides for limited intakes that may be associated with environmental stress factors.
- **Added vitamins** support quantity and quality of lean tissue growth.

**Guaranteed Analysis:**

- **Crude Protein** ................. Min. 16.0%
- **Lysine** .......................... Min. 0.6%
- **Crude Fat** ........................ Min. 3.0%
- **Crude Fiber** ....................... Min. 16%
- **Ash** ................................. Max. 7.0%
- **Calcium** .............. Min. 0.75% Max. 1.25%
- **Phosphorus** ......................... Max. 0.5%
- **Salt** ................................. Min. 0.20% Max. 0.7%
- **Sodium** .......................... Min 0.10 % Max 0.7%
- **Selenium** ........................ Min 0.3 PPM
- **Zinc** ............................... Min. 120 PPM

**How should I feed this product:**
Feed Nutrena Pork Track Gold Grower Pellets as the sole ration to growing pigs from 60 to 100 LBS bodyweight. Provide plenty of fresh, clean water at all times.